Morgan Racing Unlocked at Brands
Sunday 25th April 2021-04-29
A report by Leigh Sebba
April 25th was in that early dawning period as Lockdown was easing. Club motor sport permitted
– but behind closed doors. Overnight accommodation tricky.
A sunny but bitterly cold day with no indoor café permitted, and face masks, made it difficult for
your scribe to pick up the usual paddock gossip but after a break of over 6 months I managed to
identify the usual faces behind masks, some sporting new hair styles (or lack of them). And also
a number of new faces - these usually start at the back of the grid club and gradually work their
way up, but today we had a couple of new hot shots up front.
Race support provided by the ‘usual suspects’ – Richard Thorne, Techniques, BHM, Wolf, Si
Fab, and a low key factory presence – I miss the mega team of Aero Racing with
Wolverhampton Uni supporting Craig Hamilton Smith and the ‘celeb’ Tony Hirst. Craig was
there in his ‘Baby Doll’ and Tony appeared in the paddock to check out the opposition. Perhaps
some time we will see the CX models out racing ?
An impressive entry of 27 cars took to the track for late morning Qualifying and when the dust
settled it was young Oliver Pratt in the ex Matthew Wurr 1980s +8 on pole, from the similar car
of Roger Whiteside. Third was Daddy Martin Pratt in the ex Richard Plant ‘pocket rocket’ 1969
highly developed 4/4 VNP 23G. The Pratt family are new to Morgan racing but disclosed that
they had competed previously in Caterhams. They were followed down the grid by the usual
regulars, a welcome return by Jim Mountain in his lovely 4/4, assisted by Daddy Pete whose
experience of Morgan Classic off road Trials is probably not much help. Towards the back there
were some more newbies that I didn’t catch up with – but I did notice the current colour of
choice seems to be white – perhaps to save the cost of white number roundels ?
Race 1 was almost tea time with a 3.45 pm start but with the café closed I watched the race.
Roger was on the start in a Pratt sandwich and he has problems getting off the line so as they
came round it was a Pratt 1-2, although eventually Roger got past Pratt Senior, who eventually
came to grief at Clearways bend, leaving third for John Emberson. A safety car period slowed
the cars and Jack Bellinger heard a ‘noise’ from his engine. Son Billy (J B Sports Engineering)
usually assists Keith Ahlers who was not entered, so he was free to help his Daddy, but they
decided to withdraw from Race 2.
Race 2 was almost dinner time (!) with a 6.00 pm start. Two 30 minute races on this short track
is a lot of effort but we still had 22 starters. Martin Pratt started from the back row due to being a
non-finisher in Race 1. So the front row had Oliver Pratt on pole alongside Roger W. Row two
was Emberson and Orebi Gann – two experienced racers who also race their rare 1960s SLR
Morgans . Today in their ‘moderns’ Baby Doll and ARV6 respectively. Roger was trying a
different gear tactic for the start and as they came into view it was young Oliver P in the lead
but followed by Brett Syndercombe of BHM from Row 4 and a real mixture behind, Roger
coming along in sixth. Brett kept P2 for Lap 2 before gradually the ‘proper order’ established
itself, with Martin Pratt storming through the field to finish third behind Roger and winner Oliver,
who also beat the Series lap record set by Rick Lloyd back in 2003.
So – next outing is flaming 12 June at scenic Cadwell Park where the café should be open,
hotels will be open, but check with MSV website as to public access
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Jack Bellinger in appropriate headgear

Jim & Pete Mountain
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Martin & Oliver Pratt

Peter Cole & MOG reporter Bob Bull

Simon O G with the modern tow car
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The Winner

Tom & John Richards
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